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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an m x m matrix differential operator of order 2k, 
A GE (-l)K 1 D”a&) Ds + h, . 
14-k 
Here the a,(x) are m x m Hermitian matricies of complex valued functions 
defined on a closed bounded region Q of the n-dimensional Euclidean space 
R”. h, is a positive real number. We assume that A is elliptic on the interior 
of 52, but, for each s, we allow det(a&)) to go to zero on the boundary, &?, 
of 9. In fact, we assume only that, for each s, 
where K, OL are positive constants and p(x) = dist(x, asZ>, m is again the 
dimension of the matrices a,(x). 
We will discuss the Dirichlet problem for the operator A from the stand- 
point of generalized Sobolev spaces, @$2). Many of the properties of these 
spaces were developed in Meyer [4]. We also prove a new theorem concerning 
these spaces, namely, if k - o/2 < l/2 then Csm (int B) is dense in W&$2). 
With respect to the operator A, we establish conditions on k, OL under which 
the functions, in the domain D, of the operator A, actually have zero bound- 
ary values, and show that if the ellipticity degenerates rapidly enough at 
the boundary, then there is no reasonable way to define boundary values. 
Conditions on k, OL under which the operator has a compact, or Hilbert- 
Schmidt, resolvent are also developed. 
Wolf [7], Poulsen [5], Meyer [4], and others have studied related 
problems for a scalar degenerate elliptic operator, and Fichera [l] gives a 
detailed discussion of the problem where A is a matrix, uniformly elliptic, 
operator. 
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II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
We denote points in R” by x = (xi ,..., x,,). We use s to denote an n-tuple 
of integers, s = (sl ,..., s,) and 1 s 1 = s1 + **. + s,, . With Dj = a/ax,, 
we set 0’ = 0:’ .a. D>, and dx = dx, ..a dx,, , dx’ = dx, a*. dx,,-l. We let 
R,,” C P be the closed half-space, x, >, 0. 
We will be concerned with complex-valued functions u = (ui ,..., u,) 
and let 
1 U 1’ = f, 1 Ui I2 
m 
and UV = 1 Uifii m 
i=l a=1 
Ck(Q) denotes the set of functions with continuous derivatives in 8 of al, 
orders equal to or less than k. C,“(int Q) is the subset of Ck(Q) whose functions 
have compact support on the interior of Q. We assume that Q is a connected, 
closed, bounded subset of Rn and that XJ is in Ck (see Meyer [4, p. 7491). 
L,(Q) denotes the Hilbert space of vector valued functions with the scalar 
product 
(u, v) = j, u6dx. 
2.1. DEFINITION. For K a nonnegative integer and (Y > 0, we define the 
Hilbert space W.&(Q) to be the space of functions in L,(Q) such that 
II 24 Hi., = II u II2 + I, 6-w c I Ddfd I8 dx < CCL 
I+=k 
Here 11 u 11 is the norm of u inL,(Q) and the derivatives D*u = (D’u, ,..., Dkm) 
are considered to be generalized derivatives in the sense of Sobolev [6]. 
III. PROPERTIES OF W&&2) 
We list here several theorems concerning the W,“.,(L?) spaces. The proofs 
of the first four can be found in Meyer [4]. In that paper the proofs were done 
only for scalar functions but can be applied immediately to vector-valued 
functions by replacing single integrals by finite sums of integrals. Theorem 
3.5 is a new result. 
3.1. THEOREM. The natural embedding 
~:,&Y - L,(Q) 
is compact if, and only if, k - a/2 > 0. 
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3.2. THEOREM. The natural embedding 
c,aCQ> + w4 
(a) is Hilbert-Schmidt if k - 0112 > n/2, 
(b) is not Hilbert-Schmidt if 0 < k - 0112 6 n/2 - l/2. 
3.3. THEOREM. If 1y - 2j + 1 > 0, then 
and the natural embedding is continuous. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let 2k - a: - 1 > 0, then u E W&$2) has boundary 
values 
D:u I aR = fi E H,(aQ) 
for each j = 0, l,..., h, where h is the largest integer smaller than k - 0112 - l/2 
and T = k - j - (~12 - l/2. D, is the derivative in the direction of the inward 
pointing normal to ZJ2. 
The H, spaces are defined in terms of Fourier transforms (see Hijrmander 
[2, p. 451). A precise definition of boundary values for functions in W.$,(s2) 
and definition of H,(EX2) is given in Meyer [4, p. 7501. 
3.5. THEOREM. If k - or/2 < l/2, then Com(int Sz) is dense in W&(Q). 
Proof. In Meyer [4, pp. 749-7501 it is shown that we can study the 
functions in W.&(Q) by studying those functions u in W’,“.&(G) such that u 
vanishes outside some compact subset of Ron. Further, from Meyer 
[4, corollary 3.51 and Hijrmander [2, theorem 2.5.11, it follows that it is 
sufficient to prove that any function u in W&(e), such that u(x) = 0 
for ( x / > K, is the limit, in the sense of IV& convergence, of functions in 
W:J%“) which vanish in a neighborhood of .q = 0. 
Therefore, let u E Wl,(R,,“), u(x) = 0 for ) x ] > K, K is a positive real 
number. Let the scalar function w(t) be in Cm[O, co) such that 0 ,( w < 1 and 
w(t) = ! 0 for O<t<l, 1 for 2 <t < co, 
and let q(t) = w(jt), (j = 1, 2 ,... ). Then 
IO 9(t) = ( 1 for O,<t<1/j, for 2/j < t < co. 
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Now consider the sequence Us = U(X) +(x,), (j = 1,2,...). Each of these 
functions vanish in a neighborhood of x, = 0, and we will show that 
Il u - uj ll;,, = jR+l jl” 1 u - ui I2 dx,, dx’ 
c 1 Dsu - Dsui I2 dx,, dx’ = II + 1, . 
Isl=k 
It is clear that l, + 0 as j -+ CO, since 21 - u) eL2(ROn). For Z, we have the 
inequality 
NOW I, + 0 as j -+ co, since u E W[,,(R,“). 
14 = jRepl ,%i xnm ,zi- I wjDsu I” dx, dx’ 
.3 * 
+ S,“M st” Xs /(Z, Ds-‘uDzwj ’ dx,, dx’ = I5 + z, , 
where, in the last integral, the summation is over all s = (sr ,..., s,) with 
1 s / = k, and over all r = (0,O ,..., 0, r) such that 0 < I < s, . (1) 
Again I5 + 0 as j * co, since 0 < W) < 1 and u E 61’~,,(R,n). Now 
Drct&,) = ~D%J(~x,,). 
Let M be the maximum over all x, and over all I, 0 < Y < k of Dzw(x,). 
Then 
lo < 1 ( f ) 2 Mj2’ j,.-l j;” x,” / D*-% / dx, dx’. 
Here the summation is as in (1) above. Now we bring X: out from under the 
integral as (2/j)27 and still preserve the inequality 
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Now by Theorem 3.3, u E W:,(G) implies u E K~&~s7(~) if 
ar-22r+1>0. 
HenceIs-tOasj+coifar--22k+l >O,orK--/2<1/2. Q.E.D. 
IV. DEGENERATE ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS 
Let A be the matrix differential operator as defined in the introduction, 
with the additional condition that the a,(x) E P(Q). We consider the Dirichlet 
problem for such an operator; i.e., find u such that 
Au =f on IR 
and 
D,fu ian = 0 (j = 0, l,..., h), 
where h < k - 1. 
Now A is a semi-bounded symmetric operator defined on C,,m(int S) 
which is dense in L,(B). A is bounded below, at least by h, > 0. Let d be the 
self-adjoint Friedrichs extension of A (see Kato [3, pp. 322-3271). From the 
properties of the Friedrichs extension we know the following: 2 is again 
bounded below by h, and its resolvent R,, = (2 - h)-l is a bounded operator 
for all h > & . 
RA : L&2) + Da 
Considering that the determinant of a matrix is equal to the product of its 
eigenvalues, the condition 
det(a&)) B Gma(x) 
is equivalent to saying that, at each point X, the least eigenvalue of a,(x) is 
equal to or larger than P/“&X). Then for u E Csm(int Sa) 
(Au, u) = (C-1)” c D%(x) D’u, 4 + &II u I/* 
Isl-k 
= ,zk (a’(4 D% Db4 + AdI u II2 
> PnA 1 (p”(x) D*u, D”u) + &]I u (la 
Isl=k 
where C = min{Pm, &}. So from the properties of the Friedrichs extension 
we know that 
DA C Wz”.,<.n> CJ~,W. 
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Now using the properties of WtJQ), given in section 3, we have the following 
results: 
4.1. There is a self-adjoint extension 2 of A which has a half-plane X < A,, 
in its resolvent set. 
4.2. For h < A, , the resolvent R,+ is compact if k - a/2 > 0. 
4.3. For h < A,, , the resolvent R, is Hilbert-Schmidt if K - a/2 > n/2. 
4.4. The functions in the domain of -3 have boundary values 
D,ju lBn = 0 (j = 0, l,...) h), 
where h is the largest integer less than K - CL/~ - l/2. 
4.5. Suppose R - 0112 < l/2 and W&(Q) C D, . Then there is no 
reasonable way to define boundary values for u E D, and all boundary value 
problems are equivalent. For example, let us consider weak solutions of 
Au = f where, near aQ, 
det(a,(x)) < &~a@). 
Then a weak solution u would have to satisfy 
00 < (Au, 4 < II u II;., . 
Thus, W&(Q) C D, (weak) and the above statement would apply. 
If one has more information on the matrix, 
it is easy to see how better estimates on the properties of A could be obtained. 
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